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Just as good wine needs to age, I always think a trip Paris needs to mature in the memory a bit
before writing about it.
Paris is a city of
contrasts:
beggars in the
street and wine
shops bulging
with good food;
golden sunsets
and gray streets
lashed with rain.
For the traveler,
Paris always has
a few surprises in
hand. After
leaving the
gelato Expo in
Rimini, Italy, it
snowed every
inch of the way
from Milan to
Paris. The ice was
so think crossing
the Alps that we
could not see
out the windows.

Fresh Market just down the block, so typical of Paris

But as we entered La Gare de Lyon station in central Paris, the snow had melted. The steaming
streets smelled fresh in the winter sun. Old women were sweeping away the last of the snow with
straw brooms.

The next morning we awoke to find the most gorgeous outdoor market had sprung up just down
the street in the night.

And, (ohthankyougod) it was the artichoke season!

A lot of seafood from the Brittany Coast

Cheese
My favorite culinary treasure in France is the
cheese, stinking of decay and utterly delicious.
Good cheese always brings out the caveman
in me.
Many years ago when I was studying cooking
in Paris, I used to take my BMW motorcycle
and my Sweedish girlfriend to Momarte
Carhedral, whose windows are famous for their
light in the setting sun.

We would buy French bread and wine and cheese and head toward Chartres Cathedral, about an hour
outside the city the road crossed a rushing stream, surrounded by low bushes. We use to get in there and cool
the wine in the river, make love behind the bushes while we waited for the wine to chill, then eat the bread
and cheese and listen to the rushing water. We had no cares. Life was so good then and when you are
young life is a four lane highway stretching beyond the horizon. On the way back to Paris, in the deepening
twilight, our bike crunched thu swirling, fallen, autumn leaves. Old men in berets sold cider and baguettes by
the roadside. So, just as the smell of chocolate brings sweet memories for most, for me it is the smell of fresh
French cheese is the key to sweet memories.

Chatres Cathedral

Me on my bike in Paris 1964

Paris was old when our grandparents were young
and the old buildings are a constant reminder of
continuity.
Then there is the River Seine (below), sometimes
yellow and bursting with sunshine, other times,

beneath a frozen setting sun it is purple-blue and sullen.

Barges that used to haul coal or grain are now coveted as floating homes or bars
Apple is refreshingly uninterested in museums, churches and Christian art, making the Eiffel Tower
the singular “sight” to see, followed by hardcore shopping. And, in all fairness, when you’ve seen
one crucifixion, you’ve seen them all. We did visit Notre Dam (below) because it was free, but

Momarte was surrounded by a variety of musicians, crepe vendors and cafes selling wine and fresh
oysters, so we never made it inside. On the other hand, we did visit a few landmarks that did
interest Apple very much (PIC LOWER RIGHT):

But she
only stood
in front of
the Arch
D’Triumph
long
enough
to get her
picture
taken.

Paris is a city where people express their love for life thru food. It is everywhere in great
abundance, some of it not cheap, most of it fresh and delicious.

ABOVE AND BELOW: Takeout stores, with lots of trays of delicious things in trays plus walls lined with wine,
sauces, preserves, fresh olives, numerous small cheeses and breada one-stop shop to have a great dinner

Of course there is one non-religious
landmark EVERYONE has to see: the Eiffel
Tower!
Even in February there were long lines of
tourists waiting to go up the tower but in
fact once up there, there is not much to
do except take pictures, so the lines
moved quickly. Fortunately for us, the
day was sunny and clear.

BELOW: Views from the Tower

BELOW Palias de Chailot

BELOW Apple on Eiffel Tower

Macarons in window of pastry shop

After a few days of sight-seeing we got to work—yes, this was a business trip! We came to train in
the art of macaron and French pasty making to expand our product line at our new factory in
Oman.

Above Big Boss making macarons at the Bravo Machine Company
Happy girl with her first tray of Macarons

ABOVE: Apple laying in the meringue of a semifreddo cake BELOW Making the mousse

Yes, Apple made all these pastries and chocolate treats using the

Bravo Trittico confectionary machine! Available from us and many other Bravo dealers.

The Paris of my youth has changed. The population is older, more mature. The shanty cribs of the
prostitutes above the cabarets are now extremely expensive condos. The people who live there
are far more likely to call the police if they are disturbed by merry-makers in the middle of the night
as opposed to getting dressed and joining the fun. More Parisians drink coke than wine. Angry
demonstrations are now about taxes and benefits, not communism or war. The Red Brigades are
gone. But there is still the wine, the fabulous food, the beautiful buildings, the secluded lanes and
everywhere, everywhere the art.
Like people, cities change but the essentials of the Eternal Paris remain—an enchantment with
food, a joyeux de vivre (happiness of life), quiet little cafes and people in love walking hand-inhand along the Seine. If, like me, you were lucky enough to experience Paris in your youth you
would find little difference between the reality of today and what you see behind closed eyes
when sleep first comes.

